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The Great Buddha was cast in 1252.

INDULGE YOUR
WANDERLUST
Ø

Delight in glorious fall foliage

Ø

Overnight in a ryokan with traditional
hot-spring baths

Ø

Enjoy a private meeting with a Buddhist monk

Ø

Watch a sacred kagura dance in the inner chamber
of a Shinto shrine

Ø

Participate in a private tea ceremony

Ø

View Mt. Fuji via gondola

Ø

Explore the Gion district of Kyoto and see a geisha
dance performance

KYOTO AND TOKYO HIGHLIGHTS, FALL FOLIAGE, TEA
CEREMONY, TRADITIONAL ARTS, TEMPLES, GARDENS,
MT. FUJI, UNESCO SITES, DELICIOUS CUISINE
All cultures are a mix of the indigenous and the assimilated, but Japan is singularly defined by its
ability to preserve the ancient while thriving amidst the modern. Among the high-rise glass and
concrete and 21st-century technology, ancient rituals flourish, traditional festivals endure and a
reverence for nature remains a defining trait. Highly ritualized yet simple, elegant yet dynamic,
Japan’s contradictions are utterly fascinating.
This journey will unlock the door to understanding and appreciation––demystifying Japanese
religious traditions, providing access to its fabulous cultural wealth and revealing the meanings
behind the rituals.
On this superb itinerary, we’ll visit Japan’s cities, countryside, temples and art centers, experience
the highlights of Kyoto and Tokyo, watch a geisha dance performance, access gorgeous temples
and gardens, stay in a ryokan (traditional inn) and sample delicious Japanese cuisine. Join us for an
intimate, insightful exploration of unique and captivating Japan.

TRAVEL SOLO

BOOK EARLY. BOOK OFTEN.

We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining
our small group trips.

Reward your travel addiction with 5% discounts for
early bookings and repeat travelers on small group trips.
For details visit atj.com/group-trips.

For details visit atj.com/group-trips.
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TRIP OVERVIEW

DAILY ITINERARY

the Gion Odori (Gion Dance) by the geisha and maiko (geisha in
training) of the Gion Kobu hanamachi. These dances have been
routinely performed since their advent in 1872.

Note: Initials B, L, D after each day’s descriptions indicate which meals are included
in the land cost of the trip.

This evening, reconvene for a welcome dinner at a favorite local
restaurant.

DAY 1 KYOTO

Overnight at the Kyoto Okura Hotel (B,L,D)

Welcome to Japan. Upon arrival in Kyoto, transfer via MK Airport
Shuttle to our hotel to meet our Tour Leader and your fellow travelers.
The evening is free to relax or explore on your own.

DAY 3 - KYOTO
After breakfast, we will enjoy a private tea ceremony. This ancient
ceremony’s highly stylized, rehearsed movements and calm, meditative
air embody the principles of Zen Buddhism.

Note: Throughout this trip, our larger luggage will be sent ahead to
avoid carrying it on trains. Please be prepared with a smaller overnight
bag that can carry a few nights of supplies. Details of how to send
luggage will be provided by our Tour Leader in country.

Then visit the Golden Pavilion (Kinkakuji), a UNESCO World Heritage
site and home to another authentic and exquisite Japanese-style garden.
Its three-story pavilion is covered in gold foil with a golden phoenix
perched on the roof. The original temple, dating from 1397, was built
by the shogun Yoshimutsu as a retirement villa but, in 1950, it was
deliberately burnt to the ground by one of its young priests who was
obsessed with it. An exact replica was erected in 1955.

Overnight at the Kyoto Hotel Okura
The Kyoto Okura Hotel is located in the center of Kyoto, close to the business district
and the shopping area of Shijo-Kawaramachi. It is also close to several historic sites
including the Imperial Palace, Kyoto's oldest temple, Toji and Nijo Castle. With a
decor reminiscent of the 1920's, this hotel combines a calming atmosphere with an
unbeatable location.

After lunch, we will drive to the district of Sagano, located on the
western outskirts of Kyoto, and enjoy a walking tour among the bamboo
groves of Kyoto’s charming western hills. (Be sure to wear comfortable
walking shoes). Cross the Togetsukyo Bridge over the Oi River to the
Tenryuji Temple, one of the major temples of the Rinzai Zen school and
known for its remarkable gardens.

DAY 2 KYOTO / NARA
Today, we will visit the Todaiji Temple, home to the Great Buddha, and
the Nara Deer Park, where more than one thousand tame deer roam
freely in the verdant 1,250-acre park.
Nara was the former imperial capital between 710 and 784. Amazingly,
some of the temples from that period still stand. Nara boasts no fewer
than eight UNESCO World Heritage sites, each of which is considered a
priceless national treasure.  
Afterward drop by the Kasuga Shinto Shrine, famous for its interior
festooned with bronze lanterns.

Later this afternoon, walk through the Gion District in hopes of spotting
elaborately dressed geishas in their fabulous kimonos. Dinner will be on
your own tonight.
Overnight at the Kyoto Okura Hotel (B,L)

After lunch return to Kyoto for a performance of the Miyako Odori,
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DAY 4 KYOTO
After breakfast, stroll Chawan-zaka, the quaint old lane jam-packed with
pottery shops of all kinds leading to the side entrance of Kiyomizu, the
temple of “pure water.” The main hall’s wooden veranda is a nail-less
miracle of Japanese joinery, suspended over a deep gorge.
Afterwards visit the fascinating former residence and studio of renowned
potter, Kawai Kanjiro, one of the founders of the Japan folk-art
movement in the 1920s and 1930s.
Next visit Nijo Castle, built in 1603 for the warrior Tokugawa, the first
shogun of the Edo Period whose ascent to power is a historic drama of
Shakespearean proportions. Within the castle grounds is the Ninomaru
Palace, famous for its “nightingale floors” that squeak when walked upon
so as to warn residents of invaders.
After lunch visit the 12th-century Sanjusangendo Temple, famous for its
1,001 gold statues of Kannon (the goddess of compassion).  
Dinner will be on your own tonight, offering the chance to sample
Kyoto’s famous culinary traditions.  
Overnight at the Kyoto Okura Hotel (B,L)

DAY 5 KYOTO/ MT. KOYA

Admire the unique architecture of Koya-San temples.

Today we will transfer to Koya-san, a Buddhist sanctuary and pilgrimage
site, resplendent with towering cypress trees and myriad shrines and
temples. Soak up the spiritual vibe and stroll through this spectacular
setting, visiting the Okuno-in Mausoleum along the way.

DAY 6 MT. KOYA / OSAKA

Your main luggage will be transferred separately. Please take overnight
bag with you for your stay in Koyasan.

Reconvene for dinner at a favorite local restaurant.

Lunch will be on your own today.

Traditional kansai style hospitality and cityscape panoramic views await at this
popular Osakan landmark.

This evening, enjoy a traditional Buddhist dinner at our ryokan.
Your luggage will be transferred separately.
Overnight at the Fukuchi-In Ryokan (B,D)
A tranquil, traditional ryokan, Fukuchi-In is renowned for its zen gardens and on-site
natural hot springs, providing a true oasis of serenity in Koya-san.

This morning, continue exploring Koya-san, including a visit to the
Danjo Garan and Kongobuji Temple, before transferring to Osaka.  
Overnight at the Imperial Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 7 OSAKA / HAKONE
Today we will transfer to Hakone via bullet train to Odawara.
On arrival take a boat ride across picturesque Lake Ashi. The local
boats are amusingly kitsch, sporting Disneyland-esque pirate themes and
indulging the Japanese affinity for cartoon characters. Next proceed to
the Komagatake Ropeway. On a clear day there are incredible views of
Mt. Fuji, the Izu Islands, Lake Ashinoko and the coastline of Japan.
After lunch, continue to the Hakone Open-Air Museum, a worldrenowned outdoor sculpture garden focused on works of 19th- and
20th-century Japanese and Western sculpture.
Afterwards we will proceed to our accommodation.
Hakone has been a popular resort area since the 16th century, so it is
fitting that tonight we will stay in a ryokan (a traditional Japanese inn).
Dinner tonight will consist of an elaborate multi-course kaiseki banquet
of Japanese specialties, typical of a ryokan.
Overnight at the Hoshino Resort Kai Hakone (B,L,D)
This ryokan is an authentic, traditional Japanese lodge, following a pure and ancient
aesthetic. Rooms display the immaculate lines and forms for which Japan is justifiably
famous. Enjoy the onsen, a traditional hot spring set amidst a manicured garden.

Geisha
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Our day will end with the Edo-Tokyo Museum, designed to resemble
an ancient elevated grain storehouse. It exhibits historical and cultural
objects from Edo’s beginnings 400 years ago to modern day Tokyo.
Time permitting you will have the opportunity to learn the ancient
Japanese art form of calligraphy.
Dinner will be on your own tonight, offering opportunities to explore or
relax at the hotel.
Overnight at the Palace Hotel (B,L)

DAY 10 TOKYO
Begin the day with a visit to Meiji Jingu Shrine. Past the huge torii gates
at the entrance and stroll through the lovely, wooded grounds of Meiji
Jingu, the archetype of classical Shinto architecture. Attend a special
performance of sacred Kagura dance in the shrine’s inner chamber.
Next, visit the Mori Art Center, a contemporary art museum of
considerable renown and view the city from the Tokyo City View
Observatory.
Tokyo

DAY 8 HAKONE/ TOKYO
Today, we will enjoy our drive to Tokyo stopping en route in Kamakura.
Currently a quiet town surrounded by rolling hills and sandy beaches,
Kamakura was once the de-facto capital of Japan. From 1192 to 1333,
the shoguns ruled from here, establishing feudalism and the samurai
order in Japan. Kamakura’s most famous site is Daibutsu (the Great
Buddha). This bronze figure was cast in 1252 and at one time was
enclosed in a massive wooden temple. In 1494, a colossal tsunami
flattened the temple, and much of the city, but the Daibutsu remained
and has braved the elements ever since.
After lunch, visit the Tsurugaoka Hachimangu Shrine, the symbol of the
first shogun, Minamoto. Its arched bridge and Genji and Heike ponds
are strikingly beautiful. Walk along Komachi Street, with time to browse
its many arts and crafts shops before we continue our journey to Tokyo.

After lunch visit the East Garden of the Imperial Palace (Kokyo
Higashi Gyoen), part of the inner palace area. These gardens are the
former site of Edo Castle’s innermost circles of defense. None of the
main buildings remain today, but the moats, walls, entrance gates and
several guardhouses still exist. Of particular interest is the Sannomaru
Shozokan, a museum displaying the Imperial Family’s artistic treasures.
Ninomaru, a 17th century garden is also worth a visit, and the Honmaru
Resthouse provides snacks and drinks while reviewing a collection of old
photographs of the Imperial Palace.
This evening we will reconvene for a farewell dinner at a local restaurant
Overnight at the Palace Hotel (B,L,D)

DAY 11 TOKYO / HOME OR EXTEND
Today, you will be transferred to the Tokyo airport for your flights home.
Or begin a private extension to another great destination in Asia or the
Pacific. (B)

Overnight at the Palace Hotel (B,L,D)
Located in the heart of Tokyo, the Palace Hotel is an oasis of tranquility overlooking
the moats and grounds of Japan’s Imperial Palace. Tokyo’s business and financial
districts of Marunouchi and Otemachi are only minutes away, as is the world-famous
Ginza shopping district.

DAY 9 TOKYO
Our exploration of Tokyo will begin with a visit to the outer section of
the Tsukiji Fish Market to see this bustling marketplace in full swing.
Afterwards, visit Hamarikyu Garden, located on Tokyo Bay and the
mouth of the Sumida River. This garden was once the family garden
and official duck hunting grounds of the Tokugawa Shogun. Walk
through the garden before boarding a boat up the Sumida River.
Disembark at one of Tokyo’s most traditional areas, Asakusa, where
Sensoji Temple and its adjacent shopping street, Nakamise, have been
a Mecca for travelers and entertainers since the 1600’s. This area still
remains vibrant and charming.
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SEASONED EXPERTS
TOUR LEADERS

3. HOW DIFFICULT IS THIS TRIP?

Our hand-picked Tour Leaders are the best in the business, possessing
an unparalleled understanding of our destinations’ art, culture and
history. They also boast skills in one of the most important parts of any
trip—human interaction. That, along with their intimate knowledge and
enthusiasm, distinguishes our Tour Leaders from others in the industry.

Expect moderately-paced touring with plenty of daily walking
and comfortable accommodations.

4. WHAT ABOUT THE WEATHER?
Fall is the ideal time to travel in Japan, with moderate temperatures, low
rainfall and frequently clear days. Daytime temperatures typical range
between 48 and 75°F and rainfall averages 5” per month.

5. SHOULD I EXERCISE BEFORE GOING ON
THE TRIP?
“Our Tour Leader was outstanding. His knowledge
of the country, personality and professionalism
were unequaled.”
— Susan & Joel O., Small Group Travelers, 2016

Most healthy people will have no problem completing the activities in
this program. But it is always good to begin a journey in good physical
condition. It will contribute to your well-being and enjoyment of the trip.
More important than your physical condition, though, is a
flexible attitude.

6. WHAT SHOULD I KNOW BEFORE BOOKING
MY FLIGHT?

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
Our knowledge of Japan is unsurpassed. That is why we are the tour
operator of choice in Japan for the Harvard Museum of Natural History
and the Princeton Alumni Association, as well as for
discerning individuals.

Arrival and departure transfers are based on flying into Kansai
International and out ofTokyo Naria airports. Travel arrangements for
any other flight configuration must be pre-arranged at traveler’s own
expense.

7. WHAT ABOUT SHOPPING IN JAPAN?
Shop for antique kimonos, tea, pottery, wood block prints,
lacquerware, manga comics and modern art.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. WHERE DO WE STAY?
Most of our stay will be spent at deluxe international standard hotels
chosen for their excellent location. During nights spent in ryokans
(traditional inns), expect more simple amenities and traditional
Japanese style.

2. WHAT IS THE GROUP SIZE?
We travel in small groups, between 6 and 18 participants.
We strive to provide the best possible travel experience and believe large
groups preclude an intimate cultural experience.
Please note that we reserve the right to add special guests to any
departure, including those with the maximum number of participants.
If a group falls below 6 participants, your Travel Expert will contact
you to discuss your options—either converting the itinerary to a Custom
Journey or transferring your booking to another Small Group Trip. Per
our Terms & Conditions, we cannot be held responsible for additional
expenses (air ticket changes and fees, visa fees, medical expenses, etc.)
incurred by group members whose trip is cancelled or re-scheduled for
any reason. We strongly advise against the purchase of non-changeable
and/or non-refundable airfares and urge you to purchase comprehensive
travel insurance.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742
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THE FINE PRINT
INCLUSIONS

EXCLUSIONS

Guaranteed departures for all group trips with a minimum of
6 passengers.

All airfare. Estimates do not include current taxes and surcharges and
are subject to change without notice.

Twin-sharing accommodations. Note: In the unlikely event that specified
hotels are not available for a given departure, we reserve the right to
make suitable same-class substitutions without notice.

Visas. It is your responsibility to obtain necessary visas for Japan and any
additional destinations visited during your travels. Please visit
atj.com/visas for assistance.

Single Supplement: A single supplement must be paid under the
following conditions: 1. If single accommodations are requested, (once
requested, single supplement changes are not allowed without prior
approval, or penalties may apply) or: 2. If we cannot match you with a
same gender roommate, or: 3. If you reject your roommate either before
or during the trip (a room of your own is not guaranteed in this instance,
and is subject to availability).

All snacks, extra personal beverages & bottled water, etc. other than
during designated group meals.

Meals as designated on the itinerary, when taken with the group. Nonalcoholic beverages, bottled water and local beer included with all group
meals. Bottled water included during all touring.
Airport transfers for group flights; all transfers to and from hotels for
group activities and sightseeing tours unless you separate from the group
after the completion of the group activity.
All tips for ground staff, drivers, and hotel porters, etc. Members
requiring special or additional services from ground staff should plan to
tip accordingly.
Entrance fees, camera fees, domestic and international airport departure
taxes for group flights, domestic permits.
Pre-departure materials, including a customized Travel Guide with
background information, packing list, cultural primer, medical
information and reading list.
A $300,000 Emergency Medical Evacuation policy, and a $5,000
Emergency Medical Insurance and Assistance policy.

ATJ.com | travel@atj.com | 800.642.2742

Passport, video fees, excess baggage fees, laundry, medical and
evacuation expenses and any other items of a personal nature not
specifically included above.
Tips for your tour leader are not included but are greatly appreciated.
We suggest as a guideline the figure of $20 per person per day.
ADDITIONAL INSURANCE OF ANY KIND, including trip
cancellation/interruption/delay, air ticket cancellation, additional
medical, and lost baggage insurance. (We recommend that you purchase
these items!)
Any and all expenses resulting from delays arising beyond our direct
control due to bad weather, trail, river, sea, and/or road conditions;
sickness; government action; and any other transportation delays for any
reason beyond our direct control. Sufficient funds should be carried for this
possibility. Credits may not be available for group arrangements missed for
the previous reasons.
Optional activities, free-day activities, including any additional stopover
arrangements not specifically included in the group itinerary. We can of
course make additional arrangements for you. Extra charges will apply.
Note: Prices subject to change. Itinerary and all terms and conditions subject to
change without notice, either before departure or after commencement of the program.
Due to frequent changes in air schedules and the complex nature of this itinerary, the
possibility does exist that the order of events may change from what is reflected herein.
All programs are subject to the ‘Terms and Conditions’ and ‘Responsibilities’ sections
of our sign-up packet.
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BOOK YOUR JAPAN ADVENTURE

Tokyo

TRIP OVERVIEW
INCLUDES
Superlative hotels in the cities, beautiful, culturally authentic inns in the
rural areas, expert tour leadership, most meals, inter-city train tickets,
medical and evacuation insurance, etc. See Inclusions for complete list.

DESTINATIONS
Kyoto, Nara, Koya-san, Osaka, Hakone, Tokyo

TRIPS AT A GLANCE
Departure
Date

Land
Cost

Single
Supplement

Oct 23 - Nov 2, 2018

$11,925

$3,150

Nov 5- 15, 2019

$12,525

$3,305

CUSTOMIZE IT
This itinerary can be made into a private, custom journey tailored to
your dates and preferences. Or add on a private pre-trip or
post-trip extension.

BOOK YOUR TRIP

TRAVEL SOLO

Call or email a Travel Expert to collaborate on creating
your custom trip of a lifetime.

We have progressive policies for solo travelers joining our small
group trips.

travel@atj.com
800-642-2742

For details visit atj.com/group-trips.
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